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Inventory of Edmund Garrett, May 1684. 
 
  
A true and perfect Inventory of the goods Chattells and personall estate of Edmund Garrett  
late of Crick in the County of North’ton yeoman deceased taken and apprized the  
Seaventeenth day of May 1684: by us whose names are hereunto Subscribed as ffolloweth. 
Imprimi his wearing Apparrell & any money in the house              46  -  00  - 00 
 
Item money due upon mortgages bonds and other debts                72  -  10  - 00  
It  Seaven horses                                                                                       50  -  00  - 00 
It one and twenty Cowes young & old                                                  40  -  00  - 00 
It one hundred sixty and ffive sheep                                                     54  -  00  - 00 
It three yard land and a halfs cropp                                                      84  -  00  - 00 
    growing in the ffield                               
Item a hovell of corn in the yard and mault                                        18  -  00  - 00 
           and pease and oates in the house           
Item the hay standing in the yard                                                         06  -  00  - 00 
Item  for a waggon carts plowes harrowes                                          10  -  00  -  00     
            geares & other implements of husbandry          
It for hovell tymber and other wood in the yard                                03  -  00  - 00 
It the hoggs and piggs                                                                              03  -  00  - 00 
It for Cropp in Watford Closes                                                               13  -  10  -  00 
It in the parlour one bed with the furniture                                        03  -  00  - 00 
    one libery cupboard a chest and some     
    other things there 
    In the hall one cupboard two tables                                                  01  -  10  -  00 
    chaires, foarmes & other things                         
It the brasse and pewter                                                                          02  -  10  -  00 
It  in the chamber over the parlour one bedstead                              05  -  00  - 00 
     bedding & furniture and the bedstead & bedding    
     in the hall Chamber with the other things there        
It for the linnen                                                                                         02  -  10  -  00 
It in the Buttery and Kitchen the barrells                                            02  -  10  -  00 
    tubbs pailes and other Lumber                             
                                                                                                                        ________________ 
                                                                                             Sum totall     417  -  00  -  00               
 
 

                                 
 
    John Garrett   Senyor 
   
    John Garrett    Juneor 
    Robert Watts 
    John Killsworth 
    John Bolton    
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